
 

 

 

Introduction to the 3 newsletters below 

 

Gauntlet was a large insurance client that 3 members of the marketing team were working 

on. Between us, we produced more than a dozen newsletters for every one of their 

websites.I was responsible for producing newsletters for their email subscribers on their 

Enterprise website. This was a highly profitable aspect of the business and marketing 

strategy that I implemented for this client. 

 

Segmentation 

 

I organized customer data into different audience segments and was able to ensure my 

newsletter marketing strategy had maximum impact. 

 

Informative vs Promotional 

 

By maintaining a careful balance between educational content and promotional advertising, 

I was able to ensure customer engagement continued to increase steadily over a period of 6 

months. I helped to generate a 15% increase in sales from the promotional content in the 

newsletters and consistently received positive feedback from email subscribers and 

newsletter readers. 

 

Easy to share 

 

More than 200 subscribers shared the Healthy Meeting Month newsletter I created (example 

below). I achieved similar successes with some of the other newsletters I created.  

 

This is because all of my newsletters contained: 

 

● Statistics - which added further credibility to the points made within the newsletter 

● Share links - I added share buttons near the base of the email and this made it 

easier for customers to share the newsletter  

● Call to action - adding a call to action has been shown to increase signups and 

product sales. I ensured these were incorporated throughout every newsletter 

● Informative news and developments - I was very selective in the news and updates I 

would write about to ensure that the information was useful and educational  

● Research - before creating newsletter content, I would conduct comprehensive 

research about the target audience, FAQs, response times and trends. This helped to 

ensure the content I created was as effective and engaging as it can be 

● Automation - I would analyse the insights and customer data to determine what 

times emails should be scheduled to achieve the best possible response and clicks 

● Science backed principles - I used my knowledge and industry research on consumer 

psychology and incorporated this into the content I wrote. This was part of the 

reason my newsletter marketing strategy was so successful 

 

Below you can see 3 separate examples of the newsletters I created 






















